Remembering Old Restaurants & Hotels where we used to enjoy tasty snacks – Have a look in 2012

Supreme Hotel now Steak House which used to be best restaurant for Gujrati thali and food

Amar Hotel in Campos Ribeiro Avenue. Name still same but different owners and recipes
Mohinder’s corner on Juja Road & Park Road. Same name but different management but I was assured the recipes were the original ones.

‘The Carnivore’ on the way to Langata
The ‘Maru’ name is still alive with Bhajia named after him in some Nairobi Malls

The old premises of Maru bhajia in Reata Road still carries the name
Latema Road where Embassy Cinema, Odeon Cinema used to be with restaurants all galore in the area. Opposite the Embassy, previously known as Green Cinema, used to be Green Hotel and next to it Citizen’s Delite.

The popular Singh Restaurant in Mombasa—still going strong.
Only the remnants of this old name remains in Mombasa.